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 As of February 2016, the movie has been certified a blockbuster by box office India. The movie is inspired by the ancient epic Mahabharata. It is also a religious based movie. Plot Brijendra Singh (an old man) and his sons, Bheem Singh and Jagat Singh, live in poverty. The Indian Constitution and India’s independence were established by a British Queen, but the greatness of India is still
unrecognized. Brijendra’s wealth becomes a burden on the rest of his family. He gets a chance of an amazing transformation. With a lot of hard work, he tries to save the kingdom. Cast Shri Siddhartha Gautam as Brijendra Singh Anshul Chaturvedi as Bheem Singh Saanvi Verma as Jagat Singh Sampurna Rana as Akka Brijendra Singh Ankur Sharma as Shamsher Singh Shruti Sharma as Hemraj

Barkha Singh as Savitri Devi Anurag Shrivastava as Shukh Singh Amit Yachau as Balram Music The music was composed by JAM8 Music. References Category:2016 films Category:Indian filmsQ: How to save the name of the class that is being created (from a variable) in PHP? Say I have a function that is called to create a new object and also to set its name based on a string parameter. function
createObject($str){ // create new object $object = new $str; // set the name of this new object based on string $str $object->setName($str); return $object; } Is there a way for me to add a new parameter, say saveName, so that whenever I call the function createObject I can pass a string $str and it will save the name of the new object as its value in the saveName parameter? A: You can store an array

of already created objects, and then use array_search to find the object you want to return: function createObject($str, &$objects) { // set the name of this new object 82157476af
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